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Along with contributing back page fanny in the monthly issue of Fast Company magazine, videos from the rooftop comedy crew are featured in the fastcompany .com weekly. RooftopComedy .com a global network of comedians who satirize everything from boardrooms to bathrooms, documenting live comedy every night of the year. You can find out more
about the rooftop comedy's work by clicking here. The iPhone is more of an app phone than a smartphone. This is the gateway to the app - all the home screens are really. Tap the icon to launch the app. But which apps do you need to launch? What every new iPhone owner really needs to have is out of almost a million apps on the iPhone App Store?
Based on years of experience and countless tests and comparisons, these are apps and games that we think we need to have, and we recommend downloading them now. These are the best apps for iPhone. To put Peter Griffin in other words, apps go around the world and what good is it to have an iPhone if you're not going to load it with an interesting
and useful app? Here is the best paid app for iPhone! My criteria for apps on this list Because this is the best paid app for iPhone, I decided to include apps that you have to pay in advance or apps that you can download for free, but you need a subscription or make an in-app purchase or Buying the paid version greatly enhances its functionality. I've also
eliminated iOS apps that may be totally awesome but are suitable for iPads (instrument apps, write apps, etc.). Let's get started! Plex OK, we're starting with an app that you don't actually have to pay to download, but it's better to pay to use it. The Plex Media Server is a way to enjoy all your home media without always being connected to your hard drive.
You need free plex software on your computer and app and you can enjoy your favorite movies, TV shows, music videos, whatever, from all of your devices - all you need is an internet connection. The beauty of the plex is just that - it's elegant. The app organizes everything in your media for you, giving you a complete and complete feeling of everything, plus
rich descriptions, artwork and more (unlike the first iPod Touch, where you couldn't bother finding album artwork, thousands of songs were passing by on a white background featuring the eighth note). The paid Plex Pass allows you to upload even more content to the server.Movie trailers and extras (special features and nothing) in your library. Set up a plex
home for your family (you can switch accounts and adopt parental controls and specific content restrictions). Simply sign in to your in-app account and enable all of Plex's mobile apps on all devices and platforms. And more than a whole bunch! if you have a large media library and hate hugging around your hard drive (or five) or like to see and listen to your
stuff on the go, Plex is for you. The download is free. Plex Pass is $4.99 per month, $39.99, or $119.99 for a lifetime subscription - Download Now 1Password 1Password is another app you can download for free, but you'll eventually have to pay to keep using it (download it gives you a 30-day free trial). It's your one-stop login shop and you can store
passwords on almost every account in your life, helping you change them randomly and making them stronger - all you have to remember is a 1Password password! 1Password isn't just a great password management app. It can also accommodate credit card numbers, addresses - in fact the information you regard as sensibilities can be confined to your
own safe for your eyes. This app works with TouchID, which is even safer and only those with fingerprints can enter (i.e. you, duh). There's also an Apple Watch app that lets you decide what information you want to access your watch quickly, and a small screen is ideal! A 1Password subscription costs $2.99 per month and is billed annually. The 1Password
family costs $4.99 per month and is billed annually - now there's the Fantastic 2 Calendar app, there's the Calendar app, and there's Fantastic 2. First, it's gorgeous. It just looks great. It is easy to read and easy to follow and it has a comfortable interface that is fast. That's the whole point of Fantastic. Secondly, there are cool features such as natural
language analysis, reminders, and an extended keyboard when creating new events and reminders (I don't know how useful it is until you use it! If you have a crazy busy schedule and don't have much time to enter events in regimental manners, Fantastic 2 will save you tons of time. It's basically a written calendar/reminder version of Siri! Enlighten I couldn't
do the best app posts without one for photo fanatics or Cella to have my hide away. Enright is SO. Cool. Selected as app for appWith app stores in 8 countries including Canada, it was runner-up in this year's App in the US and two years later it's still great! Enlighten is a photo editing app of your dreams, combining the features of many apps into one, a
whole host of gorgeous interfaces, colors, tones, details, masking and sweet effects (like blends and outlines - you can create some seriously neat shit). You can convert images to make them look like doodles or pencil sketches, layering photos, changing certain objects, correcting over exposures, and much more like tons. Enlighten is basically hipster
photoshopped for your iPhone - but in a totally great way. If you love post-production going with photos, definitely check out Enlight. Scanner Pro if you like to take documents with you or you don't have time to dig out that ancient device they call a fax machine you need to send a lot of them, Scanner Pro has you covered in a big way. You can also take a
photo of a document on your iPhone, save it as a PDF, automatically recognize a specific document type, and crop it accordingly. You can then upload the scan directly to your favorite cloud storage app. That's just the tip of the iceberg. Scanner Pro can also share what you have scanned and it allows you to turn the text in the image into text that you can
select and copy while recognizing 21 languages. You can also edit the scan, and each edit is remembered, so you can go back and redo the edit or redo the edit. There is also an iMessage extension that allows you to take and edit photos of documents in the Messages app. It's all about workflows, baby! if you want a fast, easy and reliable way to handle
physical documents regularly and digitize and share them, Scanner Pro is the only way (not just its rhymes). V for Wikipedia I'm sure it wouldn't have known about this app without TechRadar, and I'm glad to find it. In fact — since you use Wikipedia, why not use the most elegant Wikipedia app for iPhone easily, with a convenient and really clean app? V
(formerly Viki) It not only gives you information, it made a list of the 2016 App Store bests – it will help you find out more about where you live! The most read articles section allows you to see what others are seeing and the search is a complete Wikipedia experience (searching on the YouTube app will produce different results than you get online - remember
the rubbish and why pay for the Wikipedia app?). Because V is more sophisticated and more elegant than the Wikipedia webIt can help you learn more about your corner of the world. Wikipedia is worth more than just face value — it offers practical applications that take advantage of all the benefits of Wikipedia. (It's not optimized for the iPhone X, but V is
really the best Wikipedia reader available on iOS, so I made the list.) Sky Guide AR Sky Guide AR is an augmented reality app that displays you an empty map and tells you about everything you can see and near tons of things you can't see. It is the perfect companion for your new iPhone X, so you can take advantage of all the ARKit goodness and graphics
power. You usually calibrate the app by finding out where the sun or moon happens, and then move your iPhone to figure out which constellation is which one, the planet over there, and what the name of the random star is. If you're really joking to see a particular planet or constellation, search for it or the app has a list of Sky Guide settings to let you know
what celestial events you see that night and what time. The included Apple Watch app provides a brief overview of what you can see at any point in time. If you're interested at all about the night sky or looking for yourself in the endless view of businesses, Instagram dinners, and this pointless charade we call life, definitely check out Sky Guide AR. No, you
don't have to be so dramatic to enjoy it. Alto Adventure There are no endless runners like Alto Adventure. In this side-scrolling adventure, you'll play as an alto, a mountain boy from which the llama escaped. With snowboarding, you have to chase them across the countryside and collect them for points. You also have to dodge obstacles and do tricks for
points. But that's not the main draw in Alto's adventure. This absolutely amazing game is all about the atmosphere and beauty of the wilderness in the game. The score is absolutely fun and the colors and scenery are lovely. If you hate endless runners, this is what might turn you around because it is easily one of the most relaxing gaming experiences around.
I don't recommend this game enough. Delivery If you run a small business, or if you happen to ship and receive a lot of packages, you need delivery. This is a completely comprehensive package tracker that compiles all deliveries and offers them individually, such as shipment updates and locations on the map. Shipping allows you to know which company is
shipping your package and view the company's website for more information. You can share shipping information via email or iMessage app, and there is also an Apple Watch app to help you track on the go. Yes, you can run around to each shipper's website and check your tracking for free, but why does delivery make it so easy and convenient?Package
tracking option, Rory Gill has some more favorites! Carrot Weather If the iOS Weather app doesn't do it for you Carrot Weather is one of the best weather apps you can get, duration. It has a great looking interface that is both fun and informative and It provides extensive details about your daily weather. The rain forecast is second to none and the
background to change with the weather surprises a little every day. Like Carrot Fit, the weather also has a fun personality that you can set to overkill and get the roughest weather update you've ever received in your life. In iOS 11, we also do AR settings to introduce you to the amazing power of emerging ARKit. The minecraft craft sensation never loses
steam, and with ratings of more than 500,000 on the App Store, Minecraft still maintains a 4.5-star rating. And why not? It's about nothing and that's why it's so much fun. Mine and feed for materials; They raise an animal Craft weapons. Take over the sweet castle of others. The possibilities are limited only by your imagination. Explore and create. Create and
explore. Alternatively, you can play in survival mode and create weapons and fortresses simply to protect against bloodthirsty mobs. (Aling not optimized for the iPhone X, Minecraft has made a list because the update is very likely to come soon and it's Friggin Minecraft.) Why did you run out of money? What's the best app you've ever paid for? What apps did
you buy but regret the most? Let us know in the comments below! updated November 2017: Updated for iPhone X. Ar so replaced sky view of Sky Guide AR and added Minecraft so MINECRAFT! We may use our links to obtain purchase fees. More information. More.
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